Compact Stars

Lecture 5

Summary of the previous lecture







We have talked about the observed properties
of in X-ray binaries. The black body emission
of accretion disk, the hard X-ray emission
and radiative processes.
I presented the milestones of X-ray astronomy
history
The classification of high and low mass X-ray
binaries was supplemented with the
evolutionary history of these systems

Today: state transitions, timedependent accretion








Today I will discuss the spectral diagnostics of
X-ray binaries.
I will show the formalism for steady-state and
time-dependent accretion disk models. The
radial and vertical structure equations.
The thermal and viscous instability of accretion
disk will be described, based on the alphadisk theory.
I will refer to the observations of Dwarf Nova
outbursts as an example of this instability.

Novae






Rate:
10/year
Necked eye
events: 3-5
per century
Thermonucle
ar
explosion
on WD star

Nova Aquilae

Dwarf nova

U Gem dwarf nova (outbursts every
100 days)




HT Cas dwarf nova (2010)

U Gem, discovered in 1855, was thought to be
a nova star.
The mechanisms of outbursts for nova and
dwarf nova are different!

X-ray novae








Flux increase by 2
orders of magnitude
in several days
Decline time of ~
months
Many of them are
recurrent
Possibly outbursts
are due to accretion
disk instability

State transitions




Spectra composed
of disk black body
component and
power-law tail
Hard X-rays
possibly originate
in a separate
medium, i.e.
Corona above the
disk

State transitions

Hysteresis effect



Hard->soft transition is made at much higher
luminosity than soft-> hard

X-ray spectral components

In August 2007, the X-ray binary pulsar XMMU
J054134.7-682550 made a giant type II outburst,
reaching the Eddington limit. The reflection of the hard
X-ray, emitted close to the neutron star, on the inner
part of the accretion disk allowed the determination of
the geometry of the broadened inner disk (width of 75
km). The thermal emission from the disk could also be
detected during the outburst.

Accreting black hole, Gilvfanov
(2009)

BH diagnostics


Lack of type 1 X-ray bursts



In general, much softer spectra



High energy power-law tail



State transitions: high-soft and low-hard



For a given orbital period, BH sources are ~100
times dimmer than NS sources

Comparison of X-ray
characteristics
Feature

HMXBs

LMXBs

X-ray spectrum

Hard, kT >= 15 keV , or
power-law index of 0-1

Soft, kT = 5-10 keV

Time variability

Regular pulsations, no X-ray Often X-ra bursts, quasibursts, often X-ray eclipses periodic oscillations

Optical spectrum

Stellar-like

Reprocessing

Optical counterpart

Massive, early-type star (O,
B), Lopt/Lx = 0.1-1000

Faint stars, Lopt/Lx = 0.0010.01

Orbital period

1d - 1yr

10 min – 10 d

Distribution

Concentrated towards
Concentrated towards
7
Galactic plane, age < 10 yrs Galactic center, age >109 yrs

Eddington limit




Infalling matter is ionized hydrogen
The upward force is exerted by the radiation
flux, due to the Thomson scatterig on electrons
F x=

LxT
4 r2c

which is the number of collinsions per electron
per unit time (sT = 0.66 x 10-24 cm2 ), multiplied
by photon momentum p


These electrons communicate with protons by
electrostatic coupling

Eddington limit


Accretion occurs if the gravity exceeds the
photon force.
F grav =



G M X mp
r2

The critical luminosity is therefore
4G M x mp
38 M X
L Edd =
=1.3×10 
 erg s−1
T
M Sun

and is called Eddington limit (Eddington 1926)


The same limit applies to massive stars
supported in hydrostatic equilibrium by radiation
pressure

Magnitude of viscosity




Viscous stresses are generted via thermal and
turbulent motions
In cylindrical coordinates, the viscous stress
tensor rf component is
Trf = - r n r W'



The kinematic viscosity, according to Shakura &
Sunyaev (1973) prescription, is
n = a cs H

with a constant a~0.1.

Magnitude of viscosity






There is no reason to believe that viscosity is
constant in time and throughout the disk.
Probably, hydrodynamic
mechanisms cannot produce
sustained turbulence in
differentailly rotating disks
Balbus & Hawley (1991)
studied magnetorotational
instabilities (MRI) and found
they are effective in driving
turbulences

Magnitude of viscosity




For Keplerian disk, we have W'= (3/2) W and
from hydrostatic equlibrium, cs2 = P/r = H2W2
Therefore, the shear stress is Trf = 3/2 a P and
viscosity magnitude can be estimated as
a = 2/3 Trf/P

The stress computed in the shearing-box MHD
simulations consists of Maxwell (magnetic) and Reynolds
(turbulent) parts. Recent simulatiuons show that
consistent values of alpha are obtained with total
pressure (Hirose et al. 2009; Jiang et al. 2013)

Break

Radial structure of accretion disk


The mass conservation equation
∂
R
 ∂  R  V R =0
∂t
∂R



Conservation of angular momentum
1 ∂G
2
2
∂
∂
R  R    R  V R R  =
∂t
∂R
2 ∂ R



Here VR is the radial 'drift' velocity in the gas, and
W is the (Keplerian) angular velocity. G(R,t) is the
viscous torque, given by the kinematic viscosity
and W'.

Radial structure


Combining these two equations to eliminate VR,
we get the nonlinear diffusion equation:
∂ 3 ∂
1/ 2 ∂
1/ 2
=
[R
[  R ]]
∂t R ∂ R
∂R

and the radial velocity is given by
3
1/ 2
∂
V R =− 1 /2
[  R ]
R ∂R


If ν is constant, then we can solve this by
1/2
separation of variables, substituting y=2R

Spreading of a ring

A ring of matter with mass m is initially placed in Keplerian
orbit at R0. Dimensionless time: t = 12 n t R0-2

Viscous timescale


Spreading of the original ring in radius occurs on
typical timescale
tvisc ~ R2/n ~ R/VR







The outer parts of disk move outwards, taking away
the angular momentum of the inner parts, which move
inwards, to the central star.
The radius at which VR changes sign, moves outwards
After t>>tvisc, almost all of the original mass will be
accreted. All of the original angular momentum will be
carried to very large radii, by a very small fraction of
mass.

Steady disk


External conditions may change on timescales much
longer than tvisc. Therefore we can neglect time
derivatives and
1
R  V R =const=−
Ṁ
2



From the angular momentum equation, we get
1/ 2
R
Ṁ
 = [1− star  ]
3
R

where the term in brackets comes from the constant,
determined by inner boundary condition (it is not valid if the
star has a strong magnetic field, or rotates much faster
than WK(R*)).

Steady disk
Energy flux through the faces of a steady disk:
1/ 2
R
1
3G M Ṁ
2
star
D  R=    R  '  =
[1−
 ]
3
2
R
8 R

and is independednt of viscosity (because we
used conservation laws to eliminate it).

Structure in the vertical direction


Hydrostatic equilibrium (given by the zcomponent of the Euler equation, with
neglected velocity terms)
1 ∂P ∂
GM
= [ 2 2 1 /2 ]
 ∂ z ∂ z  R z 







For a thin disk, z<<R, H<<R, z~H, dP/dz ~ P/H
The local Kepler velocity is highly supersonic: H »
cs/W2, so cs << (GM/R)1/2
The radial drift velocity is subsonic, VR ~ a cs H/R << cs

Local vertical structure






Vertical structure is decoupled from radial
(treated as 1-d version of stellar structure)
Vertical energy transport may be radiative or
convective, depending on temperature gradient
For radiative transport, the flux through z=const
surface (in plane-parallel approximation) is
16  T 3 ∂ T
F  z =−
3  ∂ z

with the Rosseland-mean opacity k(r,T).


The disk is optically thick if t = krH = kS
>>1.

Energy balance


The energy balance requires:
F(z=H) - F(z=0)= D(R)



If surface temperature is much smaller than
central temperature, this will be
4  T 4c 3G M Ṁ
R star 1/ 2
=
[1−
 ]
3
3
R
8 R



The closing relation is the equation of state, and in
general the pressure is a sum of gas and radiation
pressures:
k
4 4
P=
 T c T c
 mp
3c

with mean molecular weight m~1 for neutral hydrogen

Alpha prescription






N. Shakura and R. Sunyaev (1973) introduced
a very famous prescription for the magnitude of
viscosity in accretion disk
The ignorance about the real magnitude of
kinematic viscosity is hidden in a scaling ”alpha”
parameter: ν = α csH
The magnitude of viscosity cannot be larger
than the sound speed and disk thickness lenght
scale: alpha must be less than 1.0. Otherwise
not specified!

Steady state disk solutions


S = 5.2 a-4/5 dM16 7/10 m1 ¼ R10-3/4 f 14/5 [g cm-2]



H = 1.7x108 a-1/10 dM16



r = 3.1x10-8 a-7/10 dM16 11/20 m1 5/8 R10 -15/8 f11/5 [g cm-3]



Tc = 1.4x104 a-1/5 dM16 3/10 m1 1/4 R10 -3/4 f 6/5 [K]



t = 190 a-4/5 dM16 1/5 f 4/5



n = 1.8x1014 a



VR = 2.7x104 a

4/5
4/5

3/20

m1 -3/8 R10 9/8 f 3/5 [cm]

dM16 3/10 m1 -1/4 R10 3/4 f 6/5 [cm2 s-1]
dM16 3/10 m1 -1/4 R10 -1/4 f -14/5 [cm s-1]

S&S(1973). Assumed is m=0.615 and radiation pressure neglected.
R10=R/(1010 cm), m1=M/MSun, dM16=dM/(1016 g s-1)

Characteristic timescales


Viscous timescale – on which the matter diffuses
through the disc under
the
viscous
torque:
2
−2
R
R 1 H
t visc≈ ≈ ≈   t dyn
 VR  R



Dynamical timescale, on which small inhomogeniteis
in the disk arise, and the hydrostatic equlibrium in the
vertical direction is established:
R
1
t dyn≈ =
V  K



Thermal timescale, over which the thermal equilibrium
is adjusted. It is the ratio of heat content to the
dissipation rate (per unit disk area): tth ~ 1/a tdyn << tvisc

Energy balance




Local solution
is
represented
by a point in
the (density,
temperature)
plane
Positive
slope means
stable
solution

Thermal instability








If the energy balance is disturbed in the disk, any
instability will grow in tth. The surface density may be
fixed on this timescale
The vertical structure will respond to these changes on
tdyn, so it will be kept close to hydrostatic equilibrium.
Instabilities arise when volume cooling rate Q - can no
longer cope with the volume heating rate Q + ~ D/H.
When temperature Tc is increased by a small
perturbation and Q+ increases faster than Q-, a steady
state is impossible.
Criterion: d log Q-/d log Tc < d log Q+ /d log Tc

Viscous instability






The disk on viscous timescale evolves much slower
and maintains thermal and hydrostatic equilibrium
Mass transfer rate depends on time at every radius,
mass conservation equation is time dependent
In diffusion equation, with m=nS~ Mdot ~ T4,
∂  = ∂  3 ∂ [ R 1/ 2 ∂  R1 / 2   ]
∂t
∂ R ∂ R
∂R



if the coefficient is positive, then the perturbation will
decay on the viscous timescale. For:
∂ Ṁ
0
∂

the local mass transfer rate will increase in response to
decrease of density → matter will be removed from
regions that are less dense

SS Cygni






Discovered in 1896
Prototype of Dwarf Nova
class
Outbursts every 7-8
weeks, rising from +12 to
+8 mag, in timescale of 2
days

Next week








Dwarf novae. Recurrent novae, cataclysmic
variables.
Instability of accretion disk due to partial
hydrogen ionisation.
Modeling of instability cycles.
Another thermal-viscous instability process in
the accretion disk: radiation pressure instability.

